DEAR FRIENDS,

UPCOMING EVENTS:

Happy Chinese New Year! 新年快樂, 萬事如意!
We are excited to spend this new year with you, and hope that you
will join us for some of the activities and events that will be
happening this year! This new year will see the continued
progression of long-term collaboration projects such as the Henan
Shang Dynasty archaeological site and the Song Dynasty incense
catalog project, as well as new projects and events.
It has been said before that culture is the widening of the mind and
of the spirit. We certainly hope that the cultural content you may
come into contact with this year, whether through our organization
or other sources, will enrich your perspectives in the different fields
of study (whether it be history, sociology, anthropolgy , classical
literature, or other) that may fall within the wide scope of “cultural
heritage,” and even broader scope of “culture” itself. In addition,
an examination of how culture is fostered, strengthened, and
re-interpreted will hopefully provide a platform from which to
consider our own creations and expressions of identity and
creativity, individually or collectively.
We look forward to what is ahead this year, and thank you for your
support, as always!

7 March 2015, Hong Kong
Gu Qin talk series, part 3
This will be the final part of Dr. Tong Kin Woon’s
3-part talk series on the gu qin. The talk is entitled
“The Relationship Between Lacquer Composition
and the Tonal Qualities of the Gu Qin.”

1-2 May 2015, Nanjing
Culture of Incense:
Chinese Incense Conference
A 2 day interdisciplinary conference that will bring
together experts and academics to discuss incense as
a traditional cultural practice and ritual, and as seen
through the lens of archaeological research, ancient
texts, and art.

9-10 October 2015, Hong Kong
China Archaeology Symposium:
Early China
A 2 day symposium on new and significant
archaeological research and information on the
societal structure of the civilisations and settlements
of early China.
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HIGHLIGHT: CCSC LIBRARY
The Chinese Cultural Studies Center library, located in Central, contains a collection of reference books on Chinese history,
arts, literature, architectural studies, and archaeological reports and periodicals.
The library also contains collections of rare letters, rubbings of old stone inscriptions, and old Chinese manuscripts
(gu ji古籍). Some of the guji in the CCSC collection have been listed in the First and Second batch of “Guo Jia Zhen Gui
Gu Ji Ming Lu,” an official directory from the Chinese government that lists old and rare manuscripts that have been
designated as having significant cultural value.

Left to right, top to bottom: inscription by one of the owners of the text, a Qing Dynasty (reign of Qianlong 1735-1799)
rubbing of the Han Dynasty stele, Yin Zhou Stele (尹宙碑); Qing Dynasty (reign of Kangxi 1611-1722) block printed
edition of Yu Zuan Zhou Yu Zhe Zhong ( 御纂周易折中), a gu ji designated as being culturally significant by the Chinese
government ; Republic period mimeograph edition of Xu Xiu Siku Quanshu Zongmu Tiyao (續修四庫全書總目提要);
rubbing of the Yin Zhou Stele (same book as top left); Ming Dynasty block printed edition of Jiao Shi Yi Lin (焦氏易林),
also designated to be of cultural value, with seals of various individuals whom may have come into contact with the text.

HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?
A 3-part talk series (Chinese) by
Dr. Tong Kin-Woon, PhD.

Part 3

The Relationship Between Lacquer
Composition and the Tonal
Qualities of the Gu Qin
Saturday, March 7, 2015, 7:00-8:30pm
Suite 304, 29 Lyndhurst Terrace, Central
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CONTACT US AT
INFO@CHINESECULTURALSTUDIESCENTER.ORG
TO FIND OUT MORE INFORMATION ABOUT A
PROJECT, OR AN EVENT

CHINESE CULTURAL STUDIES CENTER
A: 304 LYNDHURST BUILDING, 29 LYNDHURST TERRACE,
CENTRAL, HONG KONG
E: INFO@CHINESECULTURALSTUDIESCENTER.ORG

